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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Abstract
Nitrogen compounds being important for the vital activities of living things are produced by the
nitrification process and occurred spontaneously in the nitrogen cycle. Human vital activities are
also responsible for the extra nitrogen released into the atmosphere. So, both human and
environmental healths are negatively affected by the increasing nitrate and nitrate amounts in water
and soil. For this reason, it is aimed to ensure regular control of nitrates and nitrites at certain
levels in order to protect the universe and all living things. Their precise and selective
determination by various methods is very important. Their determinations can usually be made by
using electrochemical, spectrophotometric, chromatographic and titrimetric methods. Nowadays
instead of these techniques, sensors are preferred in determining nitrate and nitrite due to their
easy, fast, selective and sensitive application properties. Furthermore, polymeric materials have
shown great promise for different sensing applications such as gas, humidity, explosive and water
pollutants. Sensors, which are developed by polymerization, have very high quality for the
determination of nitrite. The highly sensitive results of optical and electrochemical sensors attract
the attention of researchers. In this review, different detection methods for nitrite ions and various
studies on the preparation of polymeric sensors that can selectively capture the nitrite ions in
complex matrices are examined.
Keywords: Nitrite, Dyes, Polymer, Optical sensor, Electrochemical sensor.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Introduction
Nitrogen element, one of the fundamental
components of proteins and nucleoproteins, both
plays an important role in the growth of living
things and forms the main mass of the atmosphere.
However, nitrogen in elemental form cannot be
taken directly from the atmosphere by living
things. The using of atmospheric nitrogen gas by
living beings can be possible through turning this
gas into the inorganic form such as ammonia and
nitrate via fixation. The high amount of nitrogen
gas existed in the atmosphere increases the amount
of nitrate in soil and water due to fixation [1]. At
first glance, the use of this excess nitrate as a
nutrient source by plants may suggest that it
destroys the harmful effects of nitrate. However,
plants that use nitrate in the production of bio-

molecules such as proteins and nucleic acids
transmit excess nitrate to all living things as part of
the nutritional chain and cause toxic effects [2].
Every living thing produces a certain
amount of waste in the food chain and dies
eventually. All wastes generated by the nutrition or
deaths of living things are decomposed by the denitrification bacteria in the soil [1]. In this way,
existing nitrite or nitrate is converted into nitrogen
gas and released into the atmosphere. This cycle,
which involves the conversion of ions and
molecules such as nitrogen gas, ammonia, nitrite
and nitrate into one another, is known as the
nitrogen cycle [3]. This nitrogen cycle is shown in
Fig. 1 [4].
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In the nitrogen cycle, elemental nitrogen
first transforms into ammonia. The resulting
ammonia turns into nitrate via nitrite by a two-step
process [5]. This is called nitrification. The first
step in nitrification is related with the
transformation of ammonia into nitrite in the
aerobic environment which is catalyzed by
nitrosomonas bacteria. The second step is
responsible for the nitrobacteria catalyzed nitritenitrate transformation. The reverse version of this
event is known as denitrification [6]. The equations
for nitrification and denitrification (equilibrium 1
and 2) in the nitrogen cycle are shown as follows
[7];
2NH3 + 3O2 → 2NO2- + 2H+ + 2H2O
2NO2- + O2 → 2NO3-

equilibrium 1
equilibrium 2

Figure 1. Nitrogen cycle

When the nitrite and nitrate ions obtained
from these equations are compared, it has been
reported that the chemical stability of nitrite ion is
less than nitrate ion. Because there is scientific
evidence stating that nitrite ions rapidly oxidize to
nitrate ions and very rarely have excessive
concentrations in surface waters. It is known that
the labile structure of nitrite ion (NO2-) originates
from N+3. Nitrite tends to form strong complexes
with a large number of transition metals due to its
labile structure. Nitrite and its complexes form are
found in the groundwater in low concentrations; as
a result, they do not cause serious problems in
terms of environment. According to the literature,
nitrite concentration in the nature is approximately

in the level of 1.0 mg/L which is 1-5% of the
nitrate concentration [8]. The excessive
fertilization of vegetables causes nitrate
accumulation in them. In addition to the use of
nitrogenous fertilizers, pesticides and chemical
industry wastes are also the main sources of nitrate
accumulation.
Therefore,
nitrate/nitrite
accumulation is not only seen in plants but also
seen in the water resources. It is reported that the
amount of nitrate transferred to human body
through
consumption
of
vegetables
is
approximately 87% [9]. Nitrite is also used as an
antimicrobial food additive, because of its
properties such as supporting the color stability
and increasing the aroma, showing the resistance
against the bacteria and inhibiting the formation of
oxidation products [10]. Nitrite, a toxic substance
that is allowed to exist in foods as an additive, is
widely used in meat and related products, cheese,
fruit juices, and natural mineral water and fruity
mineral waters [9]. Thus, the use of it means that
there is an excessive nitrite loading in the human
body.
On the contrary, nitrate ions which can be
taken from many sources to the human body do not
have direct toxic effects like nitrite ions. However,
while a certain amount of the nitrate taken through
food are partially degraded by bacteria existing in
oral cavity and forming mouth flora into nitrite, the
rest of the nitrate goes into gastro-intestinal system
and gets into circulation [2]. Via salivary glands,
they are excreted into oral cavity again and they
continue to be degraded into nitrite [11]. The
formed nitrite by this way interacts with
hemoglobin and transforms into methemoglobin.
As a result, by oxidizing Fe+2 ions in the
hemoglobin, they become Fe+3 ions and the duty of
blood about carrying oxygen is prevented.
Asphyxiation and dyspnea are observed in this
health problem in which the color of blood turns
into a color resembling chocolate. This problem
which is known as blue baby syndrome or
methemoglobinemia is quite dangerous in infants.
Because enzymes to eliminate nitrate in the
digestive system of babies are not developed and
powder products obtained from nitrate-bearing
whey are not appropriate for use as infant foods [2,
12, 13]. Another toxic effect of nitrite is that it
turns into nitrosamine derivative with any
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secondary amine [2, 12, 14]. Bacteria, pH of the
environment, temperature and physiological
conditions are important in the formation of
nitrosamines. The gastric flora which enables these
conditions is an appropriate environment for
forming nitrosamines. It is already mentioned in
the literature that potentially carcinogenic,
mutagenic and teratogenic effects of nitrosamines
exist [15].
Nitrite determination methods
Nitrite
that
is
formed
during
biodegradation of nitrate affects human health,
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seriously. Therefore, the amount of nitrite
determination in food, water and soil is significant.
The determination of nitrite must be rapid,
selective and sensitive. When the literature is
analyzed, there are many analytically defined
methods that are listed in Table 1 for the
determination of nitrite such as titrimetric [16],
spectroscopic [17-22], chromatographic [23-25]
and electrochemical techniques [10, 15, 26-30].
Most of these determination methods, today, have
left their place to more modern applications. Optic
and electrochemical sensors are the equipment that
is used in the modern nitrite determination
methods.

Table 1. Summary of nitrite determination methods.
Detection Method

Electrochemical

Electrochemical

Electrochemical

Electrochemical

Electrochemical

*

Equipment

Technique

Glassy carbon electrode modified
with CdTe quantum dots,
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide,
chitosan and multiwalled carbon
nanotubes nanocomposite
Au electrode modified with Pt
nanoparticles and poly(2aminothiophenol)

Cyclic voltammetry
and
Square wave
voltammetry

Glassy carbon modified with
cytochrome c, titanium nitride
nanoparticles and multi-walled
carbon nanotube
Glassy carbon electrode modified
with gold nanoparticle and
graphene oxide

Cyclic voltammetry,
Chronoamperometry
and
Differential pulse
voltammetry
Cyclic voltammetry,
Chronoamperometry
and
Amperometry
Cyclic voltammetry,
chronoamperometry
and
Amperometry
Cyclic voltammetry
and
Amperometry
Chronopotentiometry

Linear
Detection
Range*
1-100
and
100-600a

LOD‡

Real Sample
Application

Ref.

0.30a

Vegetable samples

[31]

3–1000a

1a

Sausage samples

[32]

1–2000a

0.0014a

Tap and Sea water

[33]

5–2600a

0.5a

Tap water

[34]

0.1-2000a

0.06a

Lake water

[35]

1.3–1000 b1

0.4b

Underground,
drinking and surface
water samples

[36]

0.25–65
and
0.10–50b2
10-1000c1

-

Tap and river water

[37]

1 c1

Blood and urine
samples
Biological, food and
environmental
samples
Dew, rain, snow and
lake water

[38]

Titration

Glassy carbon electrode modified
with carbon dots and gold
nanoparticles
E-104 electrode

Titration

Glassy carbon electrode

Amperometry
and Chemiluminometry

Chromatographic

UV detector

HPLC-UV

Chromatographic

Mass spectrometry and fluorescence
detector

Chromatographic

UV detector

GC–MS
and
LC-FL
Ion-pair HPLC

10.0-100c3

0.02
and
0.29c2
10c3

Spectrophotometric

-

Spectrofluorimetry

0.04–0.8d1

13.6d

water, sausage and
soil samples

[41]

Spectrophotometric

-

UV-Vis
spectrophotometry

5.0-300.0d2

0.4d

Water, vegetable and
meat product
samples

[42]

2.5–100c2

a (μmol/L); *b1 (μg/L); b2 (μmol/L); c1 (ng/mL); c2 (pg/mL); c3 (μg/L–mg/L); d1 (µg/mL); d2 (ng/mL)
a (μmol/L); b1 (0.4 μg/L); c1 (ng/mL); c2 (pg/mL); c3 (μg/L); d (ng/mL)

‡

[39]

[40]
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These nitrite determination methods given
in Table 1 are either sensitive or not selective.
Also, they are both expensive and time consuming.
In addition, many of them that cause the formation
of harmful waste require more sub-equipment.
If it respectively needs to compare these
techniques, electrochemical techniques that give
very sensitive and reproducibility results are cheap,
fast and easy to apply techniques. In fact,
modifying the electrodes used in these techniques
with various substances or polymers becomes more
selective while increasing the sensitivity. In other
words, modified electrodes have good sensor
properties. However, these some of the modified
electrodes have a higher oxidation potential in the
oxidation of nitrite and also limitations such as low
sensitivity and narrow working ranges. As for the
titrimetric method, the reagent is added to the
medium as volumetric but the measurements are
performed
spectrophotometrically
and
electrochemically. These methods can be timeconsuming. There can also be problems in
selectivity and repeatability for these methods.
On the other hand, the chromatographic
techniques with the highest expensive equipment
such as different detectors and columns give
sensitive and reproducible results. And, the
chromatographic techniques except the ion
chromatography need to preconcentration and
separation for sensitive determination of nitrite
ions in the presence of the other ions.
Spectrophotometric methods are both
simple and fast and do not require expensive
equipment. The use of colored complexes with the
substance to be determined in these methods
increases their sensitivity level. However, other
ions and substances may have interference effects
in the determination method.
Traditional methods used in the determination of
nitrite
The traditional methods for determining
nitrite
are
spectrophotometric
methods.
Spectrophotometric nitrite analyses are based on
the analysis method developed by Griess and
Ilosvay in 1941. The main aim of this method is
measurement of wave length of azo-dye which is
formed by the reaction of 1-naphthylamine with

diazonium salt, formed by the reaction of
sulphanilic acid with nitrous acid (Figure 2A) [43].
This orange-red colored compound gives
maximum absorbance value at 520 nm wave
length. Today, most of the nitrite analysis methods
use Strickland and Parsons Method which was
derived from Griess-Ilosvay Method. In this
method, the spectrophotometric measurement of
azo-dye obtained from the reaction of N-(1naphtyl)-ethylenediamine with diazonium salt,
formed by the reaction of the nitrite and
sulphanilamide in the acidic environment, is
carried out (Fig. 2B) [44].
A

B

Figure 2. A- Griess and Ilosvay, B-Strickland and Parsons
Reactions

Also, automatic analysis system is
developed for the analysis of nitrite ions by
Grasshoff et al., based on Strickland and Parsons
Method. In this method, in the first step there are
the formation of a secondary aromatic amine
which is the product of an aromatic amine and
nitrite and obtaining an azo-compound as a result
of the reaction given by this by-product and an
appropriate diazonium compound. This violetcolored compound gives maximum absorbance
value at 540 nm wave length [45]. As the reactive
substances used in this method are cancerogenic,
they adversely affect human health and
environment. Therefore, research related to
development of new methods has increased
nowadays.
Sensors used in the determination of nitrite
Today, various sensors developed instead
of traditional determination methods in nitrite
determination are preferred. These sensors having
cost less at the same time are optical (optode) [46]
and electrochemical sensors [47].
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Optical (optode) sensors
Optical sensors whose sensor part is
organic or inorganic dye are prepared by
immobilizing the dye on solid matrix and they
provide a more eco-friendly usage. The preparation
of the sensors is carried out at two steps. The first
step is to mix the dye in the solvent with a straight
chain polymer and plasticizer. As a result of
sufficient mixing, a colored but transparent
solution is obtained. The second step is to spread
this transparent solution on the matrix and to
evaporate the solvent from the matrix surface
obtaining a transparent membrane. The optical
sensors prepared by this way can easily catch the
ions which they are sensitive in aqueous mediums.
The sensors give sensitive and selective results for
the different substances depending on the
functional groups of the immobilized dyes [48-50].
Ensafi et al., prepared a low-cost optical
sensor by the immobilization of the hydrolyzed
dye “Safranine O” to triacetyl cellulose. They used
reactive substances, being cheap, non-toxic and
easily available, for the activity of the cellulose
support. The researchers found that the prepared
membrane is stable more than 12 months and its
response time is less than 8 seconds. It is reported
that the sensor gives linear response in the range of
5x10-3–2.00 mg/L and its detection limit is 1 μg/L.
It is reported that the prepared sensor provides
good results at the nitrite determinations in
sausage, flour and environmental water samples by
using absorbance changes of the sensor against the
increasing nitrite concentrations and is reliable
when compared to standard methods [51]. Another
similar research is about preparing of optical
sensor by immobilization of organic dye
“Gallocyanine” onto the cellulose acetate film. It is
reported that the prepared membranes are stable
more than six months and respond in less than
seven seconds. Their linear responses are also in
the range of 8x10-3-1.5 µg/mL [52].
On the other hand, Dhaoui et al., produced
thin Sulfamic acid-doped polyaniline (PANI-SFA)
films on the quartz surface by chemical
polymerization
with
using
ammonium
peroxydisulfate as oxidizing agent and used them
as optical sensors. The specific property of PANISFA is that it is active against nitrite anions and
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causes significant damping in the UV-vis-NIR
spectra by decreasing the conductivity. Its
determination limit was reported as 10-6 mol/L
[53].
Vallvey et al., developed an optical sensor
used as test strip. This sensor was prepared by
immobilizing
the
solution
mixture
of
sulphonamide and N-(1-naphthyl)ethylenediamine
dissolved in nafion to mylar type polyester film.
The absorbance values of this sensor was measured
by dipping it into the acidified sample solution
containing nitrite (at pH=2). The linear response
range of the method depends on the equilibrium
time of the test strips with the sample solutions.
The researchers concluded that the equilibrium
time of test strip was 60 minutes, its detection limit
was 1.4 μg/L and its linear response range was
4.7–200 μg/L [54].
A new optical microsensor was prepared
for nitrite ion by Noor et al., in 2016. In the
preparation of the microsensors, self-adhesive
poly(n-butyl
acrylate)
microspheres
were
synthesized by UV photocuring and Safranin O
dyes was immobilized onto the spheres physically.
The response of the microsensors to nitrite ions
was measured by using a reflectance
spectrophotometer (at pH=1). It is reported that
the sensor gives linear response in the range of 10–
100 mg/L and its detection limit is 3 mg/L. In
addition, the response time of the sensor for nitrite
ions is 3 minutes [55].
In another study conducted by Abdukayum
and Tuerhong for the determination of nitrite,
Phenosafranine dye doped sol-gel films were
prepared with using sol-gel method. The prepared
films were spread out over microscope slide glass
as a thin film by helping of spin-coating technique.
As a result of the reaction between the
Phenosafranine doped sol-gel film and the nitrite
ions, the absorbance values of the sol-gel films
decreased and the quantity of nitrite ions was
determined by this decreasing. The linear response
of sol-gel films for nitrite ions was in the range of
0.1-1000 mg/L and the detection limit for nitrite
was found as 9 µg/L [56]. The linear detection
ranges and the detection limits of the optical
sensors, described in the section 2.2.1, are given in
Table 2 with their related references.
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Table 2. Summary of nitrite determinations with optical sensors.
Linear Detection
Range*

LOD‡

Safranine O immobilized triacetyl cellulose

510-3–2.00a

Gallocyanine immobilized cellulose acetate

Optical Sensor

Sulfamic acid-doped polyaniline film

Real Sample Application

Ref

1a

Beef sausage, flour and environmental
water samples

[51]

810-3-1.5b

1b

Beef sausage, flour and environmental
water samples

[52]

10-6-10-2c

10-6c

-

[53]

b

Spring, mineral, tap, well, and sea
water samples

[54]

Sulphonamide and N-(1-naphthyl)ethylenediamine
immobilized mylar film

4.7–200

1.4a

Safranin O immobilized poly (n-butyl acrylate)
microspheres

10–100a

3d

Edible bird’s nest

[55]

0.1-1000a

9a

Water samples

[56]

Phenosafranine doped sol-gel films
*

a (mg/L); b (μg/L); c (mol/L); ‡ a (µg/L); b (ng/mL); c (mol/L); d (mg/L)

When the studies on optical sensors are
examined, they are quite impressive because of
their advantages such as practicality, cheapness,
stability, sensitivity, selectivity and speed.
However, the thickness of the films spread on the
solid support matrix during the preparation of the
optical sensor is important. Films should always be
of the same thickness. If the same thickness is not
achieved in the films, repeatability is reduced. In
addition, several ions may sometimes have
interference effects in optical sensors. Therefore, it
is also essential to check how much interference
effect the various ions have with optical sensors.
Another disadvantage can be the dye leaching in
assays carried out in excessively basic solutions.
Nevertheless, when compared to the other
spectrophotometric methods, the use of organic
dyes that form colored complexes with the
substances to be determined in optical sensors
increases the sensitivity and selectivity levels.
Electrochemical sensors
Electrochemical sensors can be prepared
by modifying electrodes with appropriate organic
compounds. Like optical sensors, electrochemical
sensors are also advantageous because they are
easy to produce, small in size and selective. In
addition, the determinations done with them give
rapid, easy, sensitive and selective results [57, 58].
For instance, in the nitrite determination method
done with a modified electrochemical sensor, it
was reported that nitrate ions did not interfere for
nitrite [59].

The electrode in the electrochemical
methods is the part where the measurement is
carried out and the sensitivity and selectivity of the
method depends on it. Although many electrodes
can be used in electrochemical techniques,
modifying the electrodes increase sensitivity and
selectivity.
If the organic compound used to modify
the electrode has capability to polymerization, it is
polymerized on the electrode surface by applying a
potential. This event which is carried out with
cyclic voltammetry method is called electropolymerization. In this method, the coating
thickness of the polymer can be controlled by the
number of cycles [60, 61]. However, if the organic
compound does not have the property of
polymerization, the compound is dissolved in a
suitable solvent together with an electrically
conductive polymer and the solution obtained is
dripped onto the electrode surface. Afterwards, the
electrode is rotated rapidly to ensure homogeneous
coating of its surface, and the modification of its
surface is complete with the evaporation of the
solvent [62]. In the coating of the electrode surface
with spinning, the control of the polymer thickness
is adjusted by the spinning speed of the electrode.
In a study carried out by Wen and Kang,
the surface of glassy carbon electrode (GCE) was
coated with nickel tetraamino-phthalocyanine
polymeric film and the electrochemical sensor,
obtained, was used in the amperometric
determination of nitrite. The process of coating
electrode surface with electro-polymerization was
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carried out in a solution containing nickel
tetraamino-phthalocyanine monomer. In the nitrite
ion determination with the electrode coated with
polymeric nickel tetraamino-phthalocyanine, its
detection limit and linear range were reported as
1.0x10-7 M and 5.0x10-7-8.0x10-3 M, respectively
[26].
In another study carried out by Zhang et
al., GCE surface was coated with aniline by
electropolymerization at a suitable and constant
potential. After that, copper nanoparticles were
accumulated by applying a potential on the
electrode surface coated with polyaniline. For the
nitrite ion determination under the conditions
optimized by the polyaniline-Cu compositemodified GCE, the determination limit and linear
range were reported as 0.025 µM and 0.049-70.0
µM, respectively [63].
Another electrochemical sensor for the
determination of nitrite was developed by Wang et
al.. The surface of GCEs was coated with
“Rodamin B” dye by electropolymerization in a
solution containing the dye in order to develop a
new sensor sensitive to nitrite. The linear range of
the response given to nitrite ion by the GCE coated
with Rodamin B film was found as 0.5 µM-7.0
mM and its detection limit was 0.1 µM [64].
Gligor and Walcarius developed a GCE
modified with poly(Toluidine Blue O) and singlewalled carbon nanotubes for amperometric
determination of nitrite as electrochemical sensor.
The GCE was coated with the [poly(Toluidine
Blue O)] polymer film via electropolymerization in
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a solution including “Toluidine Blue O”. Then,
they immobilized the single-walled carbon
nanotubes onto the electrode surface. The amount
of nitrite was measured by using amperometric
method with the modified electrode prepared in
this way. And it was seen that it gave linear
response in the range of 0.001–4 mM. The
detection limit of the sensor in the waste water was
reported as 0.37 μM [65].
Peng et al. also prepared a modified GCE
with copper (II) metal-organic gels (MOG) and
used it for the determination of nitrite. For this
purpose, its solvent was evaporated after the MOG
was prepared in solvent. Then MOG was dispersed
with water and dripped on to the electrode surface.
The electrode surface was dried in an oven and
used
for
nitrite
determination.
Nitrite
concentrations in the range of 2–150 µM were
linearly determined and the detection limit of
electrode for nitrite ion was 0.86 µM [66].
In a study by Yang et al., the surface of the
GCE was coated by Brilliant cresyl blue dye via
electropolymerization and the electrode coated
with the conductive polymer film was obtained.
The obtained electrode was used as an
amperometric sensor for nitrite determination and
its linear response to nitrite ions was found in the
range of 9x10-7-1.49x10-5 mol/L. Its detection
limit was 1.0x10-7 mol/L [67]. The linear detection
ranges and detection limits of the modified
electrochemical sensors, described in the section
2.2.2., are given in Table 3 with their related
references.

Table 3. Summary of Nitrite determinations with electrochemical sensors.
Electrochemical Sensor

Linear Detection
Range*

LOD‡

Nickel tetraamino-phthalocyanine polymeric film modified
GCE

5.010-7-8.010-3a

1.010-7a

0.049-70.0b

0.025b

Polyaniline and copper modified GCE
Rodamin B film modified GCE

b

0.1

Ref

Water samples

[26]
-

[63]

-

[64]

0.001–4c

0.37b

Wastewater sample

[65]

Copper (II) metal-organic gels modified GCE

2–150b

0.86b

Sausage samples

[66]

Brilliant cresyl blue modified GCE

-7

Sausage and pickled vegetable
samples

[67]

Poly(Toluidine Blue O) film and single-walled carbon
nanotube modified GCE

*

0.5 µM-7.0

c

Real Sample Application

a (M); b (µM); c (mM); ‡ a (M); b (M)

910 -1.4910

-5a

-7 a

1.010
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In the electrochemical methods, even if no
modified electrodes are used, sensitive results are
obtained. However, with the modification of the
electrode, the sensitivity and selectivity increase
considerably. Even these electrodes provide
simultaneous assays for the analysis of various
ions. The film thickness is also important in these
sensors. In order to obtain reproducible results, the
drop size of the coating solution, dripped on the
electrode surface, or the number of cycle at cyclic
voltammetry should be checked when coating it.
However,
the
electrochemical
techniques
using the modified electrodes are highly selective
and
sensitive
according
to
the
other
electrochemical techniques combined with bare
electrodes.

another in a single measurement in the
electrochemical sensors. So far, a lot of work has
been done on polymeric sensors. In the near future,
we hope many harmful ions or molecules will be
immediately measured using polymeric sensors.
The miniaturization of polymeric sensors will
lead to on spot determination of food ingredients
and water in a few seconds by common
person with the devices they can carry in their
pockets.

Conclusion and outlook

2.

Nitrite has a quite active structure as a
result of its lack of oxygen and tends to form
harmful compounds rapidly in a living organism.
Although the amount of nitrite in nature is very
low, the total amount of nitrite taken into the body
in several ways each day is increasing. So, it is
very important to determine the amount of nitrite
accurately. The present review highlights the state
of art on polymers along with their modification
for applications in sensing of nitrite. The synthetic
routes adopted during the course of scientific
innovations are compiled along with their
significant parameters. Many methods developed
in the determination of nitrite have high sensitivity
and selectivity. However, polymeric sensors are
notable for the easy, rapid, selective, precise and
economic detection of nitrites. They are used as
quantitative analysis devices in various industrial
fields.
In determination with optical and
electrochemical polymeric sensors, the functional
groups of organic compounds having selective
layers are important to capture target nitrite ions.
They are prepared either by polymerization of the
appropriate organic compounds or by the
immobilizing of organic compounds in an
appropriate polymer. As a summary, these both
sensors can detect nitrite even in nitrate-containing
solutions. Moreover, nitrite and nitrate can be
detected as simultaneous and independent of one
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